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Personal information

my email address: marius.frinken@fau.de
GPG encrypted mails are preferred!
my GPG fingerprint:
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Handing in your homework

cited from Dennis:
“Please upload your solutions [...] in one and only one of the four
tutorials, and please stick with that tutorial for the rest of the
semester, as to not cause confusion when we compute your full
bonus points at the end of the semester ;)
If you need to switch, please let us know so we can keep track of
your points properly.”



Solutions

Solutions for old homeworks are available at
https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/assignments.pdf

https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/assignments.pdf


Homework 2



Homework 2

have a look at the solution
(the official solution should be available soon at

https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/)

https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/


Example: Mars Rover I

PEAS:

I P: quality and quantity of send data, efficiency of
collecting/sending data

I E: the surface of the Mars, rocky and sandy with craters and
sandstorms

I A: various engines for locomotion and operating tools like
rotating the camera, scientific tools, antennas

I S: cameras, spectrometers, ultrasonic sensors for distance,
gyroscope
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Example: Mars Rover II

Environment:

I fully vs partial observable ?

⇒ partial observable

I deterministic vs stochastic ?
⇒ stochastic

I episodic vs sequential?
⇒ sequential

I dynamic vs static ?
⇒ dynamic

I discrete vs continuous ?
⇒ continuous

I single vs multi-agent ?
⇒ multi-agent

Justification for most of them:
Sandstorms on Mars!
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Example: Mars Rover III

Design:

Learning, utility-based agent. His goal should be collecting and
sending specific scientific data while not destroying itself. From
time to time there will be communication with NASA where its
performance is evaluated and the utility function can be altered.



Homework 3



IMPORTANT

Delayed deadline: 24. November 2018, 00:00 or with other
words:
hand in until 23. November, 23:59



Recap: Uninformed Search in Trees

DFS (Depth-First Search): the fringe is a LIFO

BFS (Breadth-First Search): the fringe is a FIFO

IFS (Iterative-Deepening Search): like DFS but you search only
up to depth i , when Goal not found i := i + stepsize and repeat,
initialize i with 0

UCS (Uniform-Cost Search): the fringe is ordered by the
absolute path cost
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Example

Goal: F

A

B

E

F

D

C

F

G

Order of visited nodes in IDS:
A-ABC-ABEDCF (this was wrong on the blackboard)



look at Problem 3.1 and 3.2

Remark to 3.2: the interface we “expect”:



Prolog Tips

I assignment 3 and following: no comments or documentation
⇒ fewer points

I “tagging on” respectively wrapper construction, see tips.pl at
https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI

I sorting, see tips.pl at
https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI

I working with Strings: concat, write
⇒ search the docu at http://www.swi-prolog.org/

I have a look at the forum for test trees and other helpful stuff

https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI
https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI
http://www.swi-prolog.org/


Misc: Questions, Anecdotes & etc



Where are these slides and Prolog examples available?
form now on at https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI

Questions?

https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI


Feedback?

Feedback!
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